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Non Executive
Advisor
Programme
12 months of senior,
expert support, priceless
leader profiling and insight
and skills upgrade

E2A
Evidence2Action

This is product is for
those who want to:
-

Increased self awareness: understanding your strengths and addressing
your weaknesses as a leader

-

Know how to attract and better lead staff

-

(Without the formality of a NED) access a senior advisor, who can:

-

-

Add an impartial, yet expert view to plans and operations

-

Monitor the performance of the company and offer constructive
ideas and solutions

-

Expand the intellectual and strategic depth of expertise you can
draw on - and network.

-

Support you from a base of experience when facing challenges

-

Dedicate time and effort to strategic thinking - working on the
business not only within it.

Be a more informed leader, who can make better decisions armed with
current thinking and proven approaches

OUR 3 DELIVERY
PRINCIPLES
ALWAYS PRACTICAL

You’ll apply what we teach you
immediately and you’ll have a practical
techniques and timeless insight.

ALWAYS INSPIRATIONAL

Giving you insight, evidence and
empowerment so you can inspire those
around you as a leader or advisor and
make better decisions.

ALWAYS UP-TO-DATE

E2A works with leaders and teams from
market leading companies here, and
abroad, to evolve and grow using latest
evidence, approaches and techniques.

LEARN FROM
THE BEST
Use the exact profiling tools we use every
week at E2A, to help leading companies
architect high performance teams, advance
mission critical staff and develop star
performers.
Work with the same team who undertook the
the largest national study of mid size
business undertaken in the UK and access
content, approaches and IP underpinned by
its results.

WHAT YOU RECEIVE
A Non-Executive Advisor
A proven, senior leader who has undertaken
work as a NED, NEA, mentor or coach to
work with you 1-2 days per month and
support you as needed - actively involved to
share expertise and provide senior support to
address real challenges.
Priceless individual insight
Leader’s own work style analysis provides
individual insight of how you lead, advise, and
work with others. How you are seen by
others, stay motivated at work, what you can
be relied upon to do well, what you will not.
1:1 coaching
A clear and easy-to-apply debriefing session
to understand the concepts, context and
nature of your best performance.

Skills upgrade: Elevated knowledge and
better decision making
Video master classes, resources and expert
interviews on the most current, critical
concepts leaders must have knowledge of in
order to lead well.
Sessions are designed specifically for leaders
to update their philosophies, ingest fresh
ideas, adopt current research and demystify
contemporary topics using the latest thinking
and current evidence.

PRICE
Between £1300 - £2000 per month

THE MASTER CLASS IN DETAIL
Skills upgrade: Elevated knowledge and better decision making

Master classes are accessed via the
Teachable platform as videos - privately, on
demand.
Each master class video is supported by
practical documentation, resources you can
use immediately and expert interviews.
Topics are tailored to each leader and include:
• Self awareness and mastering your own leadership
strengths
• Building your leadership team
• Building a high performance business
• Growth ambition and strategy - how to create and deliver
• Recruitment, how to do it well
• Retention, the activities you need to be good at to retain
the best people
• Business Intelligence, sanity, not vanity
• Using values to differentiate your business and elicit high
performance behaviours

• Planning for next stages, succession and beyond
• Working with advisors and using professional services
• Ambition: Setting, aligning and articulating ambition
• Ideology: Using ideology to drive growth and productivity
• Intelligence: Sanity not vanity - applying customer,
employee and operational insight to grow
• Strategy and planning: A new lens, better approaches and
tools
• Structure: new options and better models to structure for
small and mid size business
• Innovation and improvement: Know the difference to grow
• Technology: Demystifying digitisation, transformation and
emerging technologies and how to realise ROI for small
and midsize business
• Productivity: The real drivers of productivity for small and
mid size business
• Control: Strategies to regain and maintain control through
growth
• Projects and routine operation: How to realistically evolve
through RO, project by project
• Growth: New sources and approaches to growth: could
they be for your business?

AN ASSET FOR LIFE
“This was the best of a NED without all the red tape and formal entanglements.”
Founder and CEO

“I was shocked by how much I didn’t know and what a fresh pair of eyes could see
(and help me with).”
Managing Director

“It was the first time in a long time I didn’t feel like I was facing things alone. We
were able to access senior bench-strength without having to buy it in full time. ”
CEO

“Every aspect of this programme is expert, considered and practical. I
underestimated the value of personal insight and how it unlocks all the other
components.”

Managing Director

“The Vital 12 session answered a lot for me but over the course of the programme I
felt I learned a vital 1200!”

Founder and Managing Director
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